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Abstract
The Mismatch Negativity (MMN) component of the event-related potentials is generated when a detectable spectrotemporal feature of the incoming sound does not match the sensory model set up by preceding repeated stimuli. MMN is enhanced at frontocentral scalp sites for deviant words as compared to acoustically similar deviant pseudowords, suggesting that automatic access to long term memory traces for spoken words contributes to MMN generation. Does spectrotemporal feature matching drive also automatic lexical access? To test this, we recorded human auditory event-related potentials (ERPs) to disyllabic spoken words and pseudowords within a passive oddball paradigm. We first aimed at replicating the word-related MMN enhancement for Spanish language, thereby adding to the available cross-linguistic evidence (e.g., Finnish, English). We then probed its resilience to spectrotemporal perturbation by inserting short (20 ms) and long (120 ms) silent gaps between first and second syllables of deviant and standard stimuli. A significantly enhanced, frontocentrally distributed MMN to deviant words was found for stimuli with no gap. The long gap yielded no deviant word MMN, showing that expectations on word forms in a given language influence deviance detection processes. Crucially, the insertion of a short gap was sufficient to cancel deviant word MMN enhancement at frontocentral sites. We propose that spectrotemporal point-wise matching constitutes a core mechanism for fast serial computations in audition and language, bridging sensory and long-term memory systems.

1. Introduction
Audition and speech/language perception have common neural mechanisms for the analysis of acoustic stimuli (Hickok and Poeppel, 2007). The Mismatch Negativity (MMN) component of the event-related potentials indexes violation of auditory as well as speech feature regularities (Kirmse et al., 2008; Naatanen and Alho, 1995; Naatanen et al., 2001; Pakarinen et al., 2009; Schroger, 2007). The MMN system collects contextually extracted regularities to build a sensory memory trace from event history, defining a neural model of the frequent stimulus (the “standard”, Widmann et al., 2004; Winkler, 2007). Such model is used to devise concrete predictions of the spectrotemporal characteristics of incoming auditory stimuli on a point by point, real-time basis (Grimm and Schroger, 2007). A MMN response is generated to infrequent sounds carrying a deviant spectrotemporal feature, and the resulting prediction error prompts regularity model update (Garrido et al., 2008; Winkler, 2007). In a breakthrough study of the audition/speech interface, prototypical speech sounds in one’s native language delivered as deviant stimuli in a passive oddball paradigm elicited a significantly larger MMN than deviant speech sounds that were not prototypical members of that language (Naatanen et al., 1997). It was argued that MMN enhancement to language-specific deviants reflected the additional activation of long-term memory traces of native speech sounds (Diaz et al., 2008; Naatanen et al., 1997). This prompted the use of MMN amplitude modulation in language research as a neurophysiological correlate of access to memory traces for existing words compared to phonemically similar pseudowords (Pulvermuller et al., 2001; Pulvermuller et al. 2004; Shtyrov and Pulvermuller, 2002). The word-related MMN enhancement effect entails both quantitative and qualitative aspects. Deviant words are assumed to be processed to a significantly greater extent or to have stronger underlying memory circuit connections than deviant pseudowords (Shtyrov et al., 2011). In addition, a frontocentral scalp potential distribution is the usual finding for deviant word MMN, while deviant pseudoword MMN has a centroparietal peak maximum – see Shtyrov and Pulvermuller (2002). Using a cross-linguistic paradigm, Jacobsen and colleagues found that MMN amplitudes were not modulated by the contrast between language-familiar and language-unfamiliar deviant words; rather, it was the different extent of processing of familiar
vs. unfamiliar standard words, with familiar words engaging more processing resources (Jacobsen et al., 2004). Therefore, in investigating language-related regularity violation the contribution of both standard and deviant stimuli needs to be considered. The question now arises as to what type of information contained in a word’s lexical structure interacts with sensory model update processes within the MMN system. On the one hand, it has been argued that pre-attentive word-related MMN enhancement may be underlined by implicit access to semantic information (Shtyrov et al., 2004). This line of research has been especially fruitful in the study of action words (e.g., action verbs), whose differences in motor meaning have been found to be mirrored by the distinct cortical somatotopies of motor actions, thus establishing a direct mapping between automatic access to action word meaning and action-specific sensorimotor circuits (Hauk et al., 2006; Pulvermüller et al., 2005; for a review, see Pulvermüller and Fadiga, 2010). On the other hand, it is not known how the mechanisms underlying MMN elicitation manage to access stored lexical information in the first place. One possibility is that the very same mechanisms that contribute to establishing a sensory memory trace also drive lexical access.

As mentioned, the high temporal resolution skills and sensitivity to contextual changes of the MMN system (Bertoli et al., 2001) have it constantly generating feed-forward hypotheses about the spectrotemporal fine structure of incoming stimuli, in the aim of reducing prediction error (Garrido et al., 2008; Grimm and Schröger, 2007; Todd and Robinson, 2010; Winkler et al., 2009). The MMN system would be equally active at all (sampled) temporal intervals in comparing incoming stimuli to a logically prior neural model of the standard. This way, each deviant feature would be linked to the time point at which it was sampled, emerging as a specific spectrotemporal relationship (Grimm and Schröger, 2007). If long-term memory information about the phonetic/phonemic form 319 of words is sufficiently rich to allow point-by-point spectrotemporal processing in real time, then automatic lexical access might too reflect the high spectrotemporal resolution and sensitivity of the MMN system. We set out to test this hypothesis by recording the electroencephalogram (EEG) of young adult Spanish participants, using a passive orthogonal oddball design matching the physical features of critical second syllables of deviant words in the context of standard pseudowords, and deviant pseudowords in the context of standard words. We selected CVCV (Consonant-Vowel-Consonant-Vowel) stimuli, using stop consonants to design the critical second syllable structure. Spanish language prosodic and phonemic rules do not allow lengthening (i.e., gemination) of syllable initial stop consonants (Gerfen, 2002, Hualde et al., 2011). We assumed that participants with Spanish as native language would be highly sensitive to the effects of even minimally detectable silent gaps (spectrotemporal perturbation) when inserted before the second syllable initial stop consonant. Two gap lengths were selected: 20 and 120 milliseconds. Previous studies showed that the insertion of a 20-ms silent gap in a noise-masked sound is reliably detected by the MMN system of healthy participants in passive experimental settings (Bertoli et al., 2001). If fast lexical access relies on a point-wise spectrotemporal matching scrutiny procedure, there should be no word MMN enhancement in the 20-ms gap condition, as no such gap can be assumed to be coded in the lexical entry for that word. Accordingly, we predicted that in the 120-ms condition no word MMN enhancement should be present. The insertion of a 120-ms gap silent gap perceptually breaks word object unity, and thereby represents a manifest violation of top-down language perceptual constraints. We were interested in verifying whether in such case bottom-up deviance detection processes would still be operative (Nahum et al., 2008).

2 Methods
Participants
Fourteen healthy right-handed (handedness assessed with the criterion < 20 points on the Edinburgh 1 Handedness Inventory; Bryden, 1977), Spanish native speakers (3 males, 11 females; age range 20 – 31 years, mean: 23) volunteered to participate in the EEG experiment for paid compensation. All participants self-reported normal hearing and no history of neurologic illness or substance abuse; vision was normal or corrected-to-normal. Two participants had to be excluded because of excessive movement artifacts during EEG recording. Of the remaining 12 participants, eight were monolingual Spanish native speakers and four were early (< 2 years of age) Spanish/Catalan native bilinguals, with Spanish as their main family, life and study language. It is worth noticing at this point that the distribution of phonetic/phonotactic constraints on syllable-initial voiceless and voiced plosives is the same in both Spanish and Catalan languages, so that no language interference is expected in native bilingual individuals (Hualde et al., 2011). Since the effects of silence gap insertion on spoken word perception were not known, following an anonymous reviewer’s suggestion we ran a separate behavioral experiment with different subjects to obtain measures of perceived naturalness for experimental word stimuli. Fifteen right-handed Spanish native speakers (5 males, 10 females; age range 20 – 38 years, mean. 25.5) participated for paid compensation, self-reported normal hearing and no history of neurologic illness or substance abuse, and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Fourteen were Spanish/Catalan native bilinguals, with Spanish as their main family, life and study language; one was a monolingual Spanish native speaker. All participants signed a written informed consent to participate in the experiment, which had been approved by the Ethical Committee of the University of Barcelona and was run in accordance with the Helsinki Declaration on Research Involving Human Subjects.

EEG experimental design
Three separate experimental recordings (corresponding to no gap, 20-ms gap, 120-ms gap conditions) were performed with every participant in one recording session. Each condition was organized into two blocks, counterbalanced across participants. Each block lasted about 15 minutes, and was followed by short breaks of 2 to 5 minutes. For the no gap condition, the Spanish words [foka] (seal, aquatic mammal) and [gota] (drop) were selected and the corresponding pseudowords [fota] and [goka] were created (see the Stimuli section below). The phonemic contrast (silent velar [k] vs. silent alveolar [t]) between standard and deviant stimuli determining the elicitation of the MMN event-related component was therefore weighted on the stop consonant of the second, critical syllable. Words and pseudowords were administered in an orthogonal paradigm to match the physical characteristics of the first syllable within block, and of the second syllable contrast within condition. Thus, the first block included word [foka] as deviant, and pseudoword [fota] as standard; the second block included pseudoword [goka] as deviant and word [gota] as standard. Therefore, by maintaining the physical contrast [ta] vs.[ka] identical and at the same time rotating the functional role of critical syllables across conditions, eventual differences in amplitude and/or topography can be solely attributable to the functional role each critical syllable subserves at any given time (see Pulvermuller et al., 2001, Shtyrov and Pulvermuller, 2002). In the second condition, an intersyllabic silent gap of 20-ms duration was added to both deviant and standard stimuli (for a graphic illustration of standard and deviant stimuli in no gap and 20-ms gap conditions for word [foka] as deviant and pseudoword [fota] as standard, see Figure 1). In the third condition, the intersyllabic silent gap was extended to 120-ms duration. Conditions were administered in a pseudorandom order. For each block, 160 deviant stimuli (P = 0.2) and 640 standards for a total of 800 stimuli were delivered with a constant Stimulus Onset Asynchrony of 1200 ms (Inter Stimulus Intervals = 700, 680 and 580 ms, for no gap, 20-ms gap and 120-ms gap conditions, respectively). Stimuli were organized in pseudorandom
continuous sequences with the additional constraint that at least two standard stimuli should separate a succession of two deviant stimuli, to allow the continuous building up of a neural model of the standard.

**Experimental stimuli**

Multiple repetitions of experimental words ([foka], [gota]) and non experimental words ([bota], shoe, and [boka], mouth) were recorded as spoken by a young adult female Spanish native speaker on a computer with a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz, in a room shielded from background noise. The software Praat (Boersma and Weenink, 2011) was used for stimulus analysis and editing. For the experiment, we selected the two initial syllables from the most acoustically similar (as for the spectrographical representation of vowel F0, F1 and F2 formant frequencies) initial syllables of experimental words ([fo] from [foka], and [go] from [gota]). Onto these we crossed-spliced the second, critical syllables extracted from the most acoustically similar second syllables of non experimental word exemplars ([ta] from [bota], and [ka] from [boka]), to avoid differential acoustic effects from first syllable context. We chose to operate a careful cross-splicing at the nearest zero crossing before the burst release of the second syllable initial stop consonant to avoid click effects as much as possible. All experimental stimuli were root-mean-square normalized as to obtain the same average sound intensity level. In the process, all syllables were individually adjusted to a length of 250 ms. Therefore, the divergence point between contextual first and critical second syllables started 250 ms after sound onset in no gap condition. Short and long intersyllabic gaps were inserted before the burst release of the word medial stop consonant (see Figure 1). Experimental pseudowords [fota] and [goka] were checked for having no meaning in Spanish, and therefore no lexical properties such as frequency of occurrence. The experimental word [gota] was found to be more frequent than [foka] on a logarithmic class of frequency count ([gota] = 13, for [foka] = 17), where numbers represent the base-2 exponent of the relative occurrence of the most frequent word in Spanish, the preposition [de] (Quasthoff, 2002; see also Alameda and Cuetos 1995, for a similar count). As higher frequency of occurrence might play a role in generating word related enhancement effect (Shtyrov et al., 2011), we employed the less frequent word ([foka]) as deviant word to control for possible confounding frequency-of-use effects on word-related MMN elicitation.

**EEG recording and data processing**

The Electroencephalographic activity was recorded (ANT Software bv., Netherlands) during auditory stimulation using a 33 Ag/AgCl ring-electrode extended 10-20 system mounted on a cap (EasyCap, Herrsching, Germany), against a common on-line reference at the tip of the nose, in an electrically and acoustically shielded room. Horizontal and vertical electro-oculograms were recorded by means of two additional bipolar electrodes. EEG and EOG activity was continuously recorded (passband 0.01-100 Hz, 512 Hz sampling rate). Participants were asked to refrain from excessive blinking and instructed to watch a silenced movie and completely ignore the auditory stimuli presented to them binaurally via headphones at a fixed comfortable intensity value of 75 dB SPL. EEG recordings were subject to off-line filtering (passband 1-20 Hz, Kaiser window FIR filter, length 3711), and baseline correction for epochs starting 100 ms before the divergence point, which was located 250 ms from sound onset in no gap condition, 270 ms in the 20-ms gap condition, and 370 ms in the 120-ms gap condition; epochs ended 350 ms thereafter (epoch length = 100..250 ms in all cases). The divergence point acted as the time-locking event onset across conditions. Epochs with voltage variation exceeding 80μV at any EEG or EOG channel were discarded from
further analysis. At least 90 accepted deviant sweeps were averaged per condition, per participant. Epochs corresponding to standard and deviant stimuli were analyzed and grand averaged separately. The MMN component was highlighted in the difference waves obtained by subtracting the response to the standard stimulus from that to the deviant stimulus. Deviant-minus standard difference responses were re-referenced to the linked mastoid leads, to sum the frontally measured response and its polarity reversed deflection below the Sylvian fissure (Schroger, 1998). The latencies at Fz of grand-average peak maxima for deviant word and deviant pseudoword difference waves were determined in each condition between 100 and 200 ms after the divergence point. They were: 420 ms from sound onset for word deviant and 393 ms for pseudoword deviant (i.e., 170 and 143 ms from the divergence point) for the no gap condition; 426 (mean between two peaks at 412 and 438 ms) and 426 (i.e., both 156 ms from the divergence point) for the 20-ms gap condition; 516 and 512 (i.e., 146 and 142 ms from the divergence point) for the 120-ms gap condition. We then averaged these measures in condition-wise manner (i.e., across the two blocks of each condition) to obtain common latency values with respect to the divergence point. They were: 406 ms (156 ms from the divergence point) for the no gap condition; 426 ms (156 ms from the divergence point) for the 20-ms gap condition; 514 ms (144 ms from divergence point) for the 120-ms gap condition. A 30-ms long window was calculated around these common latency values to obtain mean amplitudes for standard and deviant ERPs as well as for re-referenced MMN, per condition and participant. EEG/ERP data were analyzed using routines from EEProbe, Release Version 3.3.148 (ANT Software BV, Enschede, The Nederlands, www.ant-neuro.com) and the open source Matlab toolbox EEGLAB, Release Version 10.2.5.5a (www.sccn.ucsd.edu/eeglab; Delorme and Makeig, 2004).

Behavioral experiment
Participants were required to judge the naturalness of word stimuli on a six-point scale (from 1 = unnatural, to 6 = fully natural). Both experimental ([foka], [gotal]) and non experimental words ([bota], [boka]) were used. Cross-splicing was applied to non experimental words. Eight different silent gap insertion levels were chosen: no gap, and 5, 10, 15, 20, 40, 80, 120 milliseconds. The resulting 32 experimental stimuli were replicated ten times in a pseudo-random order, and delivered with a constant Stimulus Onset Asynchrony of 1200 ms. The experiment lasted about 10 minutes.

Statistical Analysis
To ascertain the contribution of deviant and/or standard stimuli to MMN amplitude modulation across conditions, repeated-measures (RM), three-way Analyses of Variance with factors Gap (three levels: no gap, 20-ms gap, 120-ms gap), Lexicality (two levels: word, pseudoword), and Deviancy (two levels: deviant, standard) were run on ERP amplitudes at Fz and at left and right mastoid sites. Since the topography of preattentive lexical access as indexed by MMN has been shown to vary considerably (Shtyrov and Pulvermuller, 2002), an electrode grid w 475 as selected including the responses from nine leads located at left and right frontal, central and parietal scalp sites (F3/C3/P3, Fz/Cz/Pz, F4/C4/P4) and two additional frontotemporal electrodes (F7, F8) to map the presence of MMN using a series of one-sample, two-tailed T-tests. To assess the impact of gap length on lexical status of deviant stimulus across conditions, a repeated-measures ANOVA with factors Lexicality (two levels pertaining to the lexical status of the deviant stimulus: word, pseudoword), Frontality (three levels: midline frontal, central, parietal electrodes), and Gap was run on MMN amplitudes. Given that we
were specifically interested in the topographic effects of lexical status of deviant stimulus on MMN amplitudes within each experimental condition, RM ANOVAs were run condition-wise with factors Lexicality, Frontality, and Laterality (three levels: left, central, right) using the core nine electrodes of the electrode-grid. The overall significance of scalp potential distribution differences was checked by vector-scaling each data point at a given electrode using the root mean square of all data points at all electrodes, on a single-subject, grand-average basis, using a window-of-interest-based procedure based on MMN windows as defined within each experimental condition (Picton et al., 2000). Since statistically congruent results were obtained in all cases, only results obtained from unscaled voltage data are reported. Huynh-Feldt correction was used whenever the sphericity assumption was violated. Behavioral data were analyzed by calculating the median values across word types for each gap level, and then applying the Friedmann test for non-parametric repeated-measures designs. Results with \( p \leq 0.05 \) were declared significant. Bonferroni correction was applied to multiple comparisons. Statistical analysis was run using PASW Statistics 18, Release Version 18.0.0 (SPSS, Inc., 2009, Chicago, IL, www.spss.com).

Results

Standard and deviant ERPs

The ERPs of twelve different stimuli were analyzed: deviant word vs. standard pseudoword and deviant pseudoword vs. standard word in three Gap conditions: 501 no gap, 20-ms gap and 120-ms gap (see Figure 2). A significant three-way interaction (Gap x Lexicality x Deviancy) was found at Fz: \( F(2, 22) = 4.017, \varepsilon = 1.000, \text{partial } \eta^2 = 0.267, \text{observed power} = 0.655, p = 0.033 \). Follow-up two way (Lexicality x Deviancy) Anovas showed a significant interaction in the no gap condition: \( F(1, 11) = 5.530, \varepsilon = 1.000, \text{partial } \eta^2 = 0.335, \text{observed power} = 0.573, p = 0.038 \). When broken down by Deviancy, deviant word stimuli were more negative than deviant pseudoword stimuli: mean amplitude of deviant word stimuli = -0.994 μV; deviant pseudoword stimuli = -0.413 μV, \( p = 0.002 \). When broken down by Lexicality, only the block with deviant word stimuli showed a significant difference between standard and deviant stimuli: mean amplitude of deviant word stimuli = -0.994 μV; standard pseudoword stimuli = -0.364 μV, \( p = 0.002 \). In the 20-ms gap condition, a main effect of Deviancy was detected: \( F(1, 11) = 9.784, \varepsilon = 1.000, \text{partial } \eta^2 = 0.471, \text{observed power} = 0.812, p = 0.010 \), showing that overall deviants (mean = -0.939 μV) were significantly more negative than standards (mean = -0.658 μV). In the 120-ms gap condition, a significant interaction was detected: \( F(1, 11) = 5.644, \varepsilon = 1.000, \text{partial } \eta^2 = 0.339, \text{observed power} = 0.582, p = 0.037 \). When broken down by Lexicality, only the block with deviant pseudoword stimuli showed a significant difference between standard and deviant stimuli: mean amplitude of deviant pseudoword stimuli = -0.332 μV; standard word stimuli = 0.274 μV, \( p = 0.005 \). No other significant effects were found. Results were similar at right mastoid site. A significant three-way interaction (Gap x Lexicality x Deviancy) was found on polarity-reversed mean amplitudes: \( F(2, 22) = 4.148, \varepsilon = 1.000, \text{partial } \eta^2 = 0.274, \text{observed power} = 0.670, p = 0.030 \). Follow-up two-way (Lexicality x Deviancy) Anovas showed a significant interaction in the no gap condition: \( F(1, 11) = 12.800, \varepsilon = 1.000, \text{partial } \eta^2 = 0.538, \text{observed power} = 0.902, p = 0.004 \). When broken down by Deviancy, deviant word stimuli were more positive than deviant pseudoword stimuli: mean amplitude of deviant word stimuli = 0.895 μV; deviant pseudoword stimuli = 0.332 μV, \( p = 0.009 \). When broken down by Lexicality, only the block with deviant word stimuli showed a significant difference between standard and deviant stimuli: mean amplitude of deviant word stimuli = 0.895 μV; standard pseudoword stimuli = -0.041 μV, \( p = 0.001 \). In the 20-ms gap condition, a main effect of Deviancy 527 was detected: \( F(1, 11) = 9.128, \varepsilon = 1.000, \text{partial } \eta^2 = 0.453, \text{observed power} = 0.785, p = 0.012 \), showing
that overall deviants (mean = -0.939 μV) were significantly more negative than standards (mean = -0.658 μV). No significant effects were found in the 120-ms gap condition. At left mastoid site, the expected main effect of Deviancy was present: $F(1, 11) = 15.910$, $\varepsilon = 1.000$, partial $\eta^2 = 0.591$, observed power = 0.952, $p = 0.002$, showing that overall deviants (mean = 1.007 μV) were significantly more positive than standards (mean = 0.665 μV).

Mismatch Negativity

Deviant-minus-Standard difference waveforms along the midline electrodes are presented in Figure 3. The presence of MMN is typically detected at Fz, and this is confirmed for both deviant word MMN and deviant pseudoword MMN in the no gap condition: deviant word MMN $t(1,11) = -3.901$, $p = 0.002$; deviant pseudoword MMN $t(1,11) = -2.441$, $p = 0.033$. A similar result was found at Cz: deviant word MMN $t(1,11) = -3.188$, $p = 0.009$; deviant pseudoword MMN $t(1,11) = -3.118$, $p = 0.009$. However, at Pz MMN was present only for deviant pseudoword stimuli: $t(1,11) = -2.712$, $p = 0.020$. In the 20-ms gap condition, MMN was found for deviant word stimuli at all midline leads: Fz, $t(1,11) = -2.564$, $p = 0.026$; Cz, $t(1,11) = -2.448$, $p = 0.032$; Pz, $t(1,11) = -2.184$, $p = 0.050$. Deviant pseudoword MMN displayed instead a bilateral frontotemporal distribution: F7, $t(1,11) = -2.384$, $p = 0.036$; F8, $t(1,11) = -2.982$, $p = 0.012$. In the 120-ms gap condition, no significant deflection at any electrode site was found for deviant word MMN, while deviant pseudoword MMN showed a scattered centroparietal distribution: CP5, $t(1,11) = -2.354$, $p = 0.038$; CP6, $t(1,11) = -2.194$, $p = 0.050$. Table 1 reports significance at T-tests as well as means and standard errors of the mean for MMN in all conditions. Across conditions, a significant three-way interaction (Gap x Lexicality x Frontality) was detected at Fz: $F(4, 44) = 5.039$, $\varepsilon = 0.783$, partial $\eta^2 = 0.314$, observed power = 0.944, $p = 0.002$. Follow-up two-way (Lexicality x Frontality) Anovas showed a significant interaction in the no gap condition: $F(2, 22) = 9.802$, $\varepsilon = 0.772$, partial $\eta^2 = 0.471$, observed power = 0.967, $p = 0.001$. When broken down by Frontality, a significant difference was found only at frontal sites: mean amplitude of deviant word MMN = -1.223 μV; deviant pseudoword MMN = -0.365 μV, p = 0.036 (see Figure 4). When broken down by Lexicality, significant differences were found across the Frontality dimension only for deviant word MMN: mean amplitude at Fz = -1.223 μV; mean amplitude at Cz = -0.946 μV, Fz vs. Cz, $p = 0.013$; mean amplitude at Pz = -0.384 μV; Fz vs. Pz, $p < 0.001$, Cz vs. Pz, $p = 0.004$. In the 20-ms gap condition, a main effect of Frontality was detected: $F(2, 22) = 4.714$, $\varepsilon = 0.792$, partial $\eta^2 = 0.300$, observed power = 0.729, $p = 0.020$, showing that across blocks Cz (mean = -0.536 μV) was more negative than Pz (mean = -0.231 μV, $p = 0.040$). No significant effects were found in the 120-ms gap condition. As for the presence of within-condition topographic effects, a tendency to significance was found for the three-way (Lexicality x Frontality x Laterality) interaction in the no gap condition: $F(4, 44) = 2.536$, $\varepsilon = 0.804$, partial $\eta^2 = 0.187$, observed power = 0.670, $p = 0.053$. The two-way interaction (Lexicality x Frontality) was instead significant: $F(2, 22) = 10.115$, $\varepsilon = 0.746$, partial $\eta^2 = 0.479$, observed power = 0.926, $p = 0.003$. At pairwise comparisons it resulted in deviant word MMN being more negative than deviant pseudoword MMN at frontal electrode sites: deviant word MMN = -1.162 μV, deviant pseudoword MMN = -0.386 μV, $p = 0.033$. In the 20-ms gap condition, a main effect of Frontality was also deemed significant: $F(2, 22) = 6.184$, $\varepsilon = 0.799$, partial $\eta^2 = 0.360$, observed power = 0.844, $p = 0.007$, suggesting that across blocks central electrode locations (mean = -0.509 μV) were more negative than parietal ones (mean = -0.192 μV, $p = 0.025$). No other significant differences were found. The picture provided by behavioral data is consistent with the literature on silent gap insertion as well as with the present ERP/MMN results. There was a statistically significant difference in word naturalness perception depending on the length of gap insertion: $\chi^2 (7) = 93.128$, $p = 0.000$. At pairwise comparisons, the 120-ms and 80-ms conditions were significantly different
from all other gap lengths except the 40-ms condition, which in turn was significantly different from no gap and 5-ms conditions. This suggests the presence of a continuum in perceived naturalness of gap-inserted words whose effects become manifest when word object unity is broken but can be detected already at 10-ms silent gap length (see Figure 5).

Discussion
We investigated automatic access to memory traces for spoken words and pseudowords in the human brain as evidenced by the MMN component of the event-related potentials. A word-related enhanced MMN effect at frontal sites had been previously documented for other languages (Pulvermüller et al., 2001, 2004; Shtyrov and Pulvermüller, 2002). We replicated this finding for Spanish language: deviant words in the context of standard pseudowords elicited a significantly larger, frontocentrically distributed MMN than deviant pseudowords in the context of standard words (Shtyrov and Pulvermüller, 2002). For the first time, we were able to document a word-related MMN enhancement in a Romance language, further extending the effect’s reliability across language families. ERP results at Fz suggest that in the no gap condition MMN amplitude differences were determined by differences in the lexical status of deviant ERPs only, with no significant contribution from standard ERPs (Pulvermüller et al., 2001). The lexicality effect for deviant stimuli was mirrored at right mastoid location (see Figure 2). Lexical access involves retrieval and selection processes, as the incremental nature of word recognition progressively activates competing entries in the mental lexicon. Functional activation studies have documented the existence of a bilateral pattern connecting sensory areas to frontal integrative, supramodal regions specific for spoken word recognition (Gagnepain et al., 2008; Marinkovic et al., 2003). The latter have been proposed to code for properties such as word frequency and density of competitors (Prabhakaran et al., 2006). This picture nicely fits with our finding of a bilateral, frontocentral distribution for deviant word MMN, which we envisage as an electric brain response correlate of automatic lexical access (see Figure 4, left column). Although a prominence of right- over left-sided MMN distribution was detectable at visual inspection, the effect of laterality showed only a tendency to significance. We probed the sensitivity of deviant word MMN enhancement to the insertion of intersyllabic silent gaps in both deviant and standard word/pseudoword stimuli. Crucially, a 20-ms gap was sufficient to cancel any word-related MMN enhancement at frontocentral sites, suggesting that no additional activation of long-term memory traces was integrated within the MMN system. This is confirmed by the ERP analysis, which highlighted only a main effect of deviancy across blocks. Deviant word MMN to stimuli containing a 20-ms gap was broadly distributed along the midline electrode positions, resembling pseudoword deviant MMN in the no gap condition (see Figure 4, central column). It has been suggested that when participants are presented with pseudoword stimuli, lexical search processes are mainly driven by phonetic/phonemic unit re-analysis (Zaehle et al., 2008). We hypothesize that a similar process may take place when participants are presented with word stimuli containing a short but detectable spectrotemporal perturbation. As for 20-ms gap deviant pseudoword MMN, a significant negativity enhancement was evident bilaterally at frontotemporal sites only, hinting at a selective involvement of associative speech areas. In this case, pseudoword stimuli added two sources of difficulty for speech/language recognition processes, and may have possibly required deeper articulatory reanalysis processes (Vaden, Piquado, and Hickok, 2011). No significant MMN differences were found in the 120-ms gap condition. The pattern of results across conditions cannot be the consequence of gap insertion hindering deviance detection per se. Deviance detection processes were fully operative in both no gap and 20- ms gap condition as far as deviant word MMN is concerned (see Table 1). However, the absence of deviant word MMN in the 120-ms gap condition implies that overtly breaking
word-object unity – as defined by language-specific phonotactic rules – amounts to overriding deviance detection processes. Behavioral result corroborate this assumption, as words containing a 120-ms long gap were perceived as significantly less natural than words with either no gap or a 20-ms long gap (see Figure 5). As for ERPs at Fz, a significant difference between de 631 viant and standard stimuli is present only when the deviant is a pseudoword. We take this finding to suggest the presence of a top-down influence of language-mediated expectations on word forms onto fast perceptual processes (Nahum et al. 2008). Once the process of pre-attentive access to the mental lexicon begins, high-level perceptual rules on what constitutes a word in a given language would assume primacy with respect to low-level ones (Davis and Johnsrude, 2007; Nahum et al., 2008). Hence, breaking a high-level perceptual rule would override the detection of low-level deviant spectrotemporal events (Nahum et al., 2008). Our results argue for a distinction to be made between spectrotemporal matching to a regularity model within sensory memory, which was not significantly disturbed by gap insertion in the 20-ms gap condition, and matching to a long-term memory trace, which instead was markedly disturbed by gap insertion in the 20-ms gap condition. Spectrotemporal point-wise matching is advantageous for discriminative perception within sensory memory (Bertoli et al., 2001; Bitterman et al., 2008; Desjardins et al., 1999a), and its characterizing modus operandi appears to be feed-forward modeling from auditory event history statistics (Bendixen et al., 2009; Grimm and Schroger, 2007). Regularities collected from repeated standard events constitute the model and the logical prior for comparison. In matching to a long-term memory trace, a functional dissociation takes place: the incoming deviant stimulus is the prior which triggers lexical search, but the model of comparison, strengthened by acquisition history and frequency of use, is the stored word form. Stored word forms would resist update if confronted with occasional bottom-up, low-level deviant sensory evidence. For this reason, the specific trait of spectrotemporal matching applied to long-term memory can be better understood as triggering a feed-back response (Kiebel et al., 2009). However, in some specific contexts this may not hold: for example, in implicitly picking up a different accent in a new place of living, repeated exposure to phonetically deviant stimuli might change the stored long-term word form, instantiating a learning-related feed-forward mechanism, this time from sensory to long-term memory (Hickok et al., 2011). As a limitation to our study, our findings should considered in light 657 of the fact that we used a linguistically coded feature of Spanish language, i.e. the illegality of syllable initial stop consonant lengthening, to make a type of spectrotemporal perturbation (silent gap insertion) relevant for both the MMN and the linguistic systems. We would not warrant the inference that every detectable spectrotemporal disturbance would invariably impair lexical access regardless of its relevance within a given language system: different language systems may tolerate variable degrees and types of low-level disturbance (Obleser and Kotz, 2011).

Conclusions
Our results suggest that word forms are stored as detailed phonetic/phonemic representations governed by rule-based, top-down expectations on their constituents. Overall, spectrotemporal point-wise matching may dynamically serve as a procedural mechanism for fast, automatic instantiation of serial computations in audition and language, driving communication within and between memory systems.
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Table 1. Presence of MMN across selected e 801 lectrodes in all conditions
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word/phoneme</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
<th>Mean (SE)</th>
<th>Pseudoword phoneme</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
<th>Mean (SE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No gap</td>
<td>F7</td>
<td>-2.050</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>-74 (2.779)</td>
<td>F7</td>
<td>-1.889</td>
<td>0.224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F3</td>
<td>-3.424</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>-108 (3.116)</td>
<td>F3</td>
<td>-2.455</td>
<td>0.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F4</td>
<td>-3.061</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>-122 (3.140)</td>
<td>F4</td>
<td>-2.661</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F4</td>
<td>-5.052</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-138 (2.003)</td>
<td>F4</td>
<td>-2.613</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F8</td>
<td>-7.076</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-83 (1.055)</td>
<td>F8</td>
<td>-1.699</td>
<td>0.117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C3</td>
<td>-3.175</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>-89 (2.795)</td>
<td>C3</td>
<td>-3.424</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C4</td>
<td>-3.683</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-95 (2.079)</td>
<td>C4</td>
<td>-3.218</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C4</td>
<td>-5.232</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-87 (1.950)</td>
<td>C4</td>
<td>-2.433</td>
<td>0.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F3</td>
<td>-2.472</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>-45 (1.833)</td>
<td>F3</td>
<td>-2.688</td>
<td>0.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F3</td>
<td>-1.896</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>-38 (3.022)</td>
<td>F3</td>
<td>-2.712</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F4</td>
<td>-2.324</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>-33 (1.437)</td>
<td>F4</td>
<td>-2.564</td>
<td>0.038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 ms gap</td>
<td>F7</td>
<td>-1.960</td>
<td>0.090</td>
<td>-39 (2.153)</td>
<td>F7</td>
<td>-2.384</td>
<td>0.036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F7</td>
<td>-2.559</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>-63 (2.455)</td>
<td>F7</td>
<td>-1.704</td>
<td>0.116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F8</td>
<td>-1.764</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>-68 (2.946)</td>
<td>F8</td>
<td>-1.889</td>
<td>0.101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F4</td>
<td>-2.426</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>-57 (2.323)</td>
<td>F4</td>
<td>-1.012</td>
<td>0.052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F3</td>
<td>-2.914</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>-46 (1.995)</td>
<td>F3</td>
<td>-2.982</td>
<td>0.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F3</td>
<td>-2.398</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>-66 (2.472)</td>
<td>F3</td>
<td>-1.898</td>
<td>0.136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C4</td>
<td>-2.448</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>-68 (2.777)</td>
<td>C4</td>
<td>-1.604</td>
<td>0.055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C4</td>
<td>-2.612</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>-54 (2.205)</td>
<td>C4</td>
<td>-2.089</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F3</td>
<td>-2.603</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>-44 (1.707)</td>
<td>F3</td>
<td>-4.896</td>
<td>0.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F3</td>
<td>-2.384</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>-55 (2.546)</td>
<td>F3</td>
<td>-4.441</td>
<td>0.068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120 ms gap</td>
<td>F4</td>
<td>-1.363</td>
<td>0.126</td>
<td>-39 (2.232)</td>
<td>F4</td>
<td>-3.422</td>
<td>0.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F7</td>
<td>-5.853</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>-36 (2.501)</td>
<td>F7</td>
<td>-2.831</td>
<td>0.072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F7</td>
<td>-1.358</td>
<td>0.175</td>
<td>-55 (4.023)</td>
<td>F7</td>
<td>-1.691</td>
<td>0.141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F7</td>
<td>-3.065</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>-58 (4.468)</td>
<td>F7</td>
<td>-1.733</td>
<td>0.111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F4</td>
<td>-1.969</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>-58 (4.217)</td>
<td>F4</td>
<td>-1.779</td>
<td>0.053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F5</td>
<td>-1.127</td>
<td>0.127</td>
<td>-36 (1.555)</td>
<td>F5</td>
<td>-0.862</td>
<td>0.357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C3</td>
<td>-1.031</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>-63 (2.525)</td>
<td>C3</td>
<td>-2.569</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C4</td>
<td>-2.631</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>-74 (3.585)</td>
<td>C4</td>
<td>-1.517</td>
<td>0.055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C4</td>
<td>-1.721</td>
<td>0.113</td>
<td>-47 (1.330)</td>
<td>C4</td>
<td>-1.711</td>
<td>0.113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F3</td>
<td>-2.380</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>-24 (2.239)</td>
<td>F3</td>
<td>-1.675</td>
<td>0.122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F2</td>
<td>-1.269</td>
<td>0.232</td>
<td>-30 (2.248)</td>
<td>F2</td>
<td>-1.649</td>
<td>0.175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F4</td>
<td>-1.983</td>
<td>0.220</td>
<td>-28 (2.280)</td>
<td>F4</td>
<td>-1.271</td>
<td>0.074</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Significant p-values are highlighted in bold characters.
Figure 1. Exemplar spectrograms (upper row) and waveforms (lower row) of deviant word [foka] and standard pseudoword [fota] for no gap and 20-ms experimental conditions.
Figure 2. ERPs at Fz (continuous line) and Right Mastoid (dashed line) for each Experimental Condition (no Gap, 20-ms gap, 120-ms gap), across Type of Deviant (Word versus Pseudoword).

Figure 3. Difference Waves at midline electrodes for each Experimental Condition (no Gap, 20-ms gap, 120-ms gap), across Type of Deviant (Word versus Pseudoword).
Figure 3. Difference Waves at midline electrodes for each Experimental Condition (no Gap, 20-ms gap, 120-ms gap), across Type of Deviant (Word versus Pseudoword).
Figure 4. Normalized scalp voltage maps of MMN for each experimental condition (no Gap, 20-ms gap, 120-ms gap), across Type of Deviant (Word versus Pseudoword). Maps of the difference between Type of Deviant blocks are also shown.

Figure 5. Naturalness perception judgments (from 1 = unnatural to 6 = fully natural) according to silent gap length.